New evidence in support of staging approaches in schizophrenia: Differences in clinical profiles between first episode, early stage, and late stage.
Few studies have examined the progression of symptom dimensions in schizophrenia patients over the course of the illness. The objective of this study was to investigate whether clinical and psychopathological differences exist between first-episode schizophrenia (FES) and multiple-episode patients in an inpatient setting. Patients (N=203) were evaluated using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) over time. Five different generalized estimating equations were built for the PANSS factors using the following as covariates: sex, patient's age, assessment time point (i.e., moment of patient's evaluation, with a minimum of two and a maximum of four assessments throughout the study timeframe). The FES group was used as the reference to which the groups with up to five years of illness and more than five years of illness were compared. Remission rates and treatment resistance (TRS) rates were also compared. Generalized estimating equations were used to allow for different numbers of assessments over the study period. Patients with FES showed significantly milder severity in positive, disorganized, and hostility factors. Also, FES patients were more likely to achieve remission (P=0.002) and had lower rates of TRS (P=0.001). First-episode schizophrenia seems to be the critical period to improve outcome, as multiple-episode patients were similar in clinical characteristics regardless of illness duration.